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POLARIZATION EFFECTS IN RADIATIVE DECAYOF A POLARIZED � LEPTONG. I. Gakh a;b, M. I. Konhatnij a*, A. Yu. Korhin a;b, N. P. Merenkov a;b**aNSC �Kharkov Institute of Physis and Tehnology�61108, Kharkov, UkrainebKarazin Kharkiv National University61022, Kharkov, UkraineReeived Jule 30, 2014The polarization e�ets in the one-meson radiative deay of a polarized � lepton, �� ! ���� , are investigated.The inner bremsstrahlung and strutural amplitudes are taken into aount. The asymmetry of the di�erentialdeay width aused by the � -lepton polarization and the Stokes parameters of the emitted photon itself arealulated depending on the polarization of the deaying � lepton. These physial quantities are estimatednumerially for an arbitrary diretion of the � lepton polarization 3-vetor in the rest frame. The vetor andaxial-vetor form fators desribing the struture-dependent part of the deay amplitude are determined usingthe hiral e�etive theory with resonanes (R�T).DOI: 10.7868/S00444510150200781. INTRODUCTIONAs is known, the � lepton is the only existing lep-ton that, due to its large mass, an deay into �nalstates ontaining hadrons. The energy region of thesedeays orresponds to the hadron dynamis desribedby the nonperturbative QCD. Sine the omplete the-ory of nonperturbative QCD is absent at present, thephenomena in this energy region are desribed usingvarious phenomenologial approahes. To test di�erenttheoretial models, it is important to experimentally in-vestigate the hadronization proesses of weak urrents.The semileptoni � -lepton deays are very suitable forsuh investigations beause the leptoni weak intera-tion is well understood in the Standard Model (SM). Areview of the present status of � physis an be foundin Ref. [1℄.In the last deade, experimental investigations ofthe � lepton deays have been strongly extended dueto the onstrution of the B-fatories (BaBar, Belle)with a very high luminosity L � 1034 m�2 � s�1 [2℄. Atpresent, experiments at the B-fatories led to the a-umulation of the data sets of more than 109 � -leptonpairs [3℄. Interesting results obtained at the B-fatories*E-mail: konhatnij�kipt.kharkov.ua**E-mail: merenkov�kipt.kharkov.ua

revived the plans for onstruting new failities suh asSuperKEKB (Japan) and Super �� (Russia) [2, 4, 5℄.These projets will use a new tehnique to ollide theeletron�positron beams, whih permits inreasing theexisting luminosity by one or two orders of magnitude.The designed luminosity is L � (1�2) �1035 m�2 � s�1for the Super �� and L � 1036 m�2 � s�1 for the Su-perKEKB [2℄. Besides, the Super �� and SuperKEKBfatories an have a longitudinally polarized eletronbeam with the polarization degree of more than 80%,whih guarantees prodution of polarized � leptons.This very high luminosity of the planned � fatorieswill allow performing preise measurements of variousdeays of the � lepton and hene searhing for the man-ifestations of the new physis beyond the SM, suh asthe lepton �avor violation, CP=T violation in the lep-ton setor, and so on.The simplest semileptoni � -lepton deay is �� !! ��(K�)�� , but in this ase, the hadronization ofthe weak urrents is desribed by form fators at a�xed value of the momentum transfer squared t (thedi�erene of the �� and �� 4-momenta squared). Thedependene of the form fators on this variable an bedetermined, in priniple, in the transitionW ! �(K),where t is the squared invariant mass of the �(K)� sys-tem. This transition an be investigated in the � -leptonradiative deay �� ! ��(K�)��.258



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 2, 2015 Polarization e�ets in radiative deay : : :The one-pseudosalar-meson radiative � -lepton de-ays have been investigated in a number of papers [4�9℄.The authors of Ref. [6℄ obtained an expression for thedouble-di�erential deay rate for the �� ! ���� de-ay in terms of the vetor v(t) and axial-vetor a(t)form fators. The numerial estimates were done forreal parameterizations of these form fators using thevetor-meson dominane approah. But the assump-tion that the form fators are real funtions is not gen-erally true beause these form fators are omplex fun-tions in the time-like region of the momentum transfersquared, whih is the ase for the onsidered deay.The author of Ref. [7℄ has studied the radiative de-ays �� ! ���� and �� ! ����, obtained ana-lyti formulas for the di�erential deay rates, and eval-uated them assuming that the form fators are on-stant. The authors of Ref. [8℄ have studied the de-ays �� ! ����(K�). They obtained the photonenergy spetrum, the meson�photon invariant massdistribution, and the integrated rates. The innerbremsstrahlung ontribution to the deay rate ontainsinfrared divergenes and that is why the integrated de-ay rates must depend on the photon energy ut-o�(or the meson�photon invariant mass ut-o�). For thephoton energy ut-o� 100 MeV, the integrated deayrates R = �(� ! ���)=�(� ! ���) = 1:4 � 10�2 [6℄and R = 1:0 � 10�2 [8℄ were obtained. We note that theleptoni radiative deay of the � lepton �� ! �������was measured with the branhing ratio 3:6 � 10�3 [10℄.Hene, we an expet that the one-pseudosalar-mesonradiative � -lepton deay �� ! ���� an also be mea-sured experimentally, beause theory predits the valuefor its branhing ratio of the same order as for the�� ! ������� deay.Some polarization observables in the deay �� !! ���� were onsidered in Ref. [9℄. The general ex-pressions for the Stokes parameters of the produedphoton have been alulated. The in�uene of the pos-sible anomalous magneti moment of the � lepton andthe existene of exited neutrinos on the matrix elementof this deay are brie�y disussed. The authors showedthat a measurement of the dependene of the di�eren-tial deay rate on the photon energy (at a �xed sum ofthe photon and pion energies) allows determining themoduli and phases of the form fators as funtions ofthe variable t.The � -lepton radiative deays �� ! ����(K�)were also studied in Refs. [11; 12℄ in the ase of unpo-larized partiles. The light front quark model was usedto evaluate the form fators v(t) and a(t) desribing thestruture-dependent ontribution to these deays [11℄.In the SM, the deay width was found to be

� = 1:62 � 10�2(3:86 � 10�3)�(� ! ��)for the photon energy ut-o� 50 (400) MeV. The samedeays were studied in Ref. [12℄. The photon energyspetrum, the pion�photon invariant mass distribution,and the integrated deay rate were alulated withoutfree parameters and the authors obtained the deaywidth 1:46 � 10�2(2:7 � 10�3)�(� ! ��) for the sameut-o� onditions.The � -lepton deay in the ase of a virtual pho-ton that onverted into a lepton�antilepton pair wasinvestigated in Refs. [13; 14℄. This deay was not mea-sured up to now, but the ross hannel (namely, �+ !! e+�ee+e�) has already been measured [15; 16℄. Thisdeay and the deay � ! �l�l�� probe the transitionW � ! ��, where both bosons (W and the photon)are virtual. These deays omplement the deay weonsider in this paper, whih an be a soure of infor-mation about the transitionW � ! �. The vetor andaxial-vetor form fators are funtions of two variables(instead of one as in our ase) due to the virtuality ofthe photon, and a third form fator appears in this ase.The authors of [13; 14℄ alulated the branhing ratiosand di-lepton invariant mass spetra. They preditedthat the proess with l = e� should be measured soonat B-fatories.Beause the SuperKEKB and Super �� fatoriesplan to have a longitudinally polarized eletron beamwith the polarization degree about 80%, it is worth-while to investigate the e�ets aused by the polariza-tion of the � lepton. In this paper, we investigate thepolarization e�ets in the one-meson radiative deay ofthe � lepton, �� ! ���� . The deay polarizationasymmetry and the Stokes parameters of the emittedphoton itself are alulated for a polarized � lepton.These observables are estimated numerially for an ar-bitrary polarization of the � lepton.The vetor and axial-vetor form fators (whih areof theoretial and experimental interest), desribing thestruture-dependent part of the deay amplitude, aredetermined in the framework of the hiral e�etive the-ory with resonanes (R�T) [17, 18℄. The R�T is anextension of the hiral perturbation theory to the re-gion of energies around 1 GeV, whih expliitly inludesthe meson resonanes. The orresponding Lagrangianontains a few free parameters, or oupling onstants,and at the same time has a good preditive power. Thisapproah has further theoretial developments, e. g., inRefs. [19, 20℄, and appliations to various aspets of themeson phenomenology (see, e. g., review [21℄). Here,we mention earlier studies of the e+e� annihilation toa pair of pseudosalar mesons with �nal-state radia-259 5*



G. I. Gakh, M. I. Konhatnij, A. Yu. Korhin, N. P. Merenkov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 2, 2015tion [22℄, radiative deays with light salar mesons [23℄,and two-photon form fators of the �0, �, and �0 mesonsand three-pion of �� lepton [24℄.This paper is organized as follows. In Se. 2, thematrix element of the deay �� ! ���� is onsidered,the phase-spae fator of the �nal partiles is intro-dued for an unpolarized and polarized � lepton, andStokes parameters and spin-orrelation parameters ofthe photon are de�ned. This is done with the help ofthe urrent tensor T�� and two unit spae-like orthog-onal 4-vetors that desribe polarization states of thephoton and whih we express via partile 4-momenta.In Se. 3, the urrent tensor is alulated in terms ofthe partile 4-momenta and the � lepton polarization4-vetor. In Se. 4, we desribe the hosen model forthe vetor and axial-vetor form fators that enter thestrutural part of the deay amplitude. In Se. 5, re-sults of some analyti and numerial alulations arepresented and illustrated. Setion 6 ontains a disus-sion and onlusion. In Appendix A, the R�T formal-ism is brie�y reviewed. In Appendix B, we onsider apolarization of the �� lepton in the annihilation proesse+e� ! �+�� near the threshold for a longitudinallypolarized eletron.2. GENERAL FORMALISMThe main goal of our study is the investigation ofpolarization e�ets in the radiative semileptoni deayof a polarized � lepton,��(p)! �� (p0) + ��(q) +  (k): (1)2.1. Amplitude and deay widthThe orresponding Feynman diagrams for the deayamplitude are shown in Fig. 1. Pole diagrams a andb desribe the inner bremsstrahlung (IB) by hargedpartiles in the point-like approximation; diagram  de-sribes the so-alled strutural radiation.Thus, we have [8, 25℄M = MIB +MR:The IB piee, in the ase of a real photon (k2 = 0),oinides with its so-alled �ontat limit� value and isgiven byiMIB = ZM �u(p0)(1 + 5)�� " k̂�2(kp) + Ne�1(kp)(kq)#u(p)"��(k); (2)
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Fig. 1. Feynman diagrams for the radiative �� ! ��++ �� +  deay. Diagrams a and b orrespond to theso-alled struture-independent inner bremsstrahlung,for whih it is assumed that the pion is a point-likepartile. Diagram  represents the ontribution of thestruture-dependent part and is parameterized in termsof the vetor and axial-vetor form fatorswhere the dimensional fator Z inorporates all on-stants: Z = eGFVudF�, M is the � -lepton mass,and "�(k) is the photon polarization 4-vetor. Here,e2=4� = � = 1=137, GF = 1:166 � 10�5 GeV�2 is theFermi onstant of the weak interations, Vud = 0:9742is the orresponding element of the CKM-matrix [26℄,and F� = 92:42 MeV is the onstant that determinesthe deay �� ! �����. The remaining notation is260



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 2, 2015 Polarization e�ets in radiative deay : : :e�1 = 1N �(pk)q� � (qk)p��; (e1k) = 0; e21 = �1;N2 = 2(qp)(pk)(qk)�M2(qk)2 �m2(pk)2;where m is the pion mass.The struture radiation in deay (1) arises due tothe possibility of the virtual radiative transitionW� ! �� + :We write the orresponding amplitude in a standardform in terms of two omplex form fators, a vetorv(t) and an axial vetor a(t) [12; 25℄,iMR = ZM2 �u(p0)(1 + 5)ni�(��kq)v(t) �� ��(qk)� q�k̂�a(t)ou(p)"��(k); (3)where t = (k + q)2 and(��kq) = �����k�q�; �0123 = +1;5 = i0123; Tr 5���� = �4i�����:We an see that both matrix elements, MIB andMR, satisfy the gauge invariane ondition, and it isvalid for MR for any hoie of form fators.The form fators play an important role in the low-energy hadron phenomenology. However, the experi-mental values of v(0) and a(0) have unertainties inboth absolute values and signs [10℄. Of ourse, thisompliates a searh for the signals of the new physisbeyond the SM in future experiments with high statis-tis at � -fatories [27, 28℄.To determine the vetor and axial-vetor form fa-tors, we use the model based on the resonane hiraltheory [17℄. A brief physial desription of the theoret-ial approah to this problem is given in Appendix Aand Se. 4. In aordane with the results of the the-oretial model used, we an write the form fators inthe forma(t) = �fA(t) M2p2mF� ; v(t) = �fV (t) M2p2mF� ;where fA(t) and fV (t) are de�ned in Se. 4.We hoose the normalization suh that the di�eren-tial width of deay (1), in terms of the matrix elementM , has the following form in the � -lepton rest frame:d� = 14M(2�)5 jM j2 d3k2! d3q2� Æ(p02); (4)where ! and � are the energies of the photon and � me-son. When writing jM j2, we have to use the respetiverelationsu(p)�u(p) = p̂+M; u(p)�u(p) = (p̂+M)(1 + 5Ŝ)

for unpolarized and polarized � -lepton deays. Here, Sis the � -lepton polarization 4-vetor.2.2. Phase spae fatorIt is onvenient to analyze events of � deay in itsrest frame. In this system, in the unpolarized ase,jM j2 depends only on the photon and pion energies !and �. Then the phase spae fator for the unpolarized� an be written as [9℄d� = d3k2! d3q2� Æ(p02) = �2d! d�; (5)and the range of the energies is de�ned by the inequa-litiesM2 +m2 � 2M�2(M � �+ jqj) � ! � M2 +m2 � 2M�2(M � �� jqj) ;m � � � M2 +m22M ;M2 +m2 + 4!(! �M)2(M � 2!) � � � M2 +m22M ;0 � ! � M2 �m22M : (6)
Beause the � radiative deay amplitude depends onthe invariant variable t = (k + q)2 = M(2�+ 2! �M)via the vetor and axial-vetor form fators in ampli-tude (3), we an integrate the di�erential width withrespet to � (or !) at �xed values of t to investigatethese form fators. This an be done noting thatd�d! = 12Md� dt = 12Md! dtand t2 +m2M22Mt � � � M2 +m22M ;t�m22M � ! � M(t�m2)2t ; m2 � t �M2: (7)The integration regions for the variables (�; !), (�; t),and (!; t) are shown in Fig. 2.In the polarized ase, we have an additional inde-pendent 4-vetor S. In the � -lepton rest frame, S == (0;n). We de�ne a oordinate system with the z axisdireted along the vetor n and the pion 3-momentumlying in the xz plane, as shown in Fig. 3. If we usethe Æ-funtion Æ(p02) to eliminate integration over theazimuthal angle ', phase spae (5) an be rewritten inthe form d� = �2 d1d2d!d�K ;K = s1s2j sin'jq1� 21 � 22 � 212 + 21212; (8)261
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Fig. 2. The ranges for the radiative �� deay for dif-ferent sets of kinematial variables. ! and " � theenergies of the photon and the pion, t � the invariantvariable. The line equations are de�ned by inequalities(6) and (7)where 1(s1) = os �1(sin �1), 2(s2) = os �2(sin �2),and 12 = os �12, and �1, �2, and �12 are the respetiveangles between n and q, n and k, and q and k. In thisase, we an study the spin-dependent e�ets aused byonly those terms in the matrix element squared that areindependent of the azimuthal angle, namely, (Sk) and(Sq). The ontribution of the term ontaining (Spqk)vanishes when we integrate over ' in the whole region(0; 2�).The ranges of 1 and 2 are de�ned by the ondi-
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ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 2, 2015 Polarization e�ets in radiative deay : : :Z d1K = Z d2K = �;Z 1d1K = �212; Z 2d2K = �112: (9)If jM j2 has no angular dependene, it orresponds tothe unpolarized ase.2.3. Deay asymmetry and Stokes parametersTo determine moduli and phases of the form fa-tors, it is neessary to measure some polarization ob-servables. The simplest of suh observables are the so-alled single-spin quantities: the asymmetries ausedby the � -lepton polarization and the photon Stokesparameters. We also onsider the double-spin quan-tities: the dependene of the Stokes parameters on the� -lepton polarization.Generally, the polarization properties of a photonare desribed by its Stokes parameters. At this point,we have to larify the terminology used. The measur-able Stokes parameters ��i, i = 1; 2; 3, de�ne the ovari-ant spin-density matrix of the photon in terms of the��i and two independent polarization 4-vetors e1� ande2� [29℄:��� = 12�e1�e1� + e2�e2� + ��1(e1�e2� + e1�e2�)�� i��2(e1�e2� � e1�e2�) + ��3(e1�e1� � e2�e2�)�; (10)e21 = e22 = �1; (ke1) = (ke2) = 0:If the parameters ��i are measured, the matrix elementsquared an be written as a ontration of the urrenttensor T�� and the ��� matrixjM j2 = T����� ; (11)where the urrent tensor T�� obeys the evident ondi-tions due to the eletromagneti urrent onservation:k�T�� = T��k� = 0:The polarization states of a real photon are de-sribed by two independent purely spatial polarizationvetors l1 and l2, whih are both perpendiular to thephoton 3-momentum k. In our ase, in the rest frameof the deaying �� lepton, it is onvenient to take l1in the deay plane and l2 to be perpendiular to thisplane. We an determine two ovariant polarization4-vetors that in the rest frame oinide with l1 and l2.These vetors are"�1 = e�1 � 1N �(qp)�M2 (qk)(pk)� k�;"�2 � e�2 = (�pqk)N ; (12)

where e�1 and N are de�ned after Eq. (2).It is easy to verify that in the rest frame,"1� = (0; l1); "2� = (0; l2); l21 = l22 = 1;l1 = q� k̂(k̂ � q)qq2 � (k̂ � q)2 ; l2 = k̂� l1; k̂ = k! ;l1 � k̂ = l2 � k̂ = 0:Therefore, the set of the unit 3-vetors l1, l2, and k̂forms a right-hand system of retangular oordinates.Due to the eletromagneti urrent onservation, wean replae "1� by e1� in alulations of any observable.Thus, in Eq. (10), we use polarization 4-vetors in form(12). Then the matrix element squared beomesjM j2 = 12��+�i ��i�; (13)where� = T��(e1�e1�+e2�e2�); �1 = T ��(e1�e2�+e1�e2�);�2 = �iT��(e1�e2� � e1�e2�);�3 = T��(e1�e1� � e2�e2�):It is obvious that the parameters ��i depend on the prop-erties of detetors that analyze the polarization statesof the photon and are independent of the produtionmehanism. But the quantities � and �i are de�nedonly by the deay amplitude and thus determine polar-ization properties of the photon itself in deay (1) [29℄.To study preditions of di�erent theoretial models forthese quantities, we an writejM j2 = �+�iinstead of expression (13).For a polarized � lepton, the urrent tensor is givenby T�� = T 0�� + TS�� ;where TS�� depends on the polarization 4-vetor of the� lepton and T 0�� is independent of it. In this ase, wean write � = �0 +�S ; �i = �0i +�Si ;and de�ne the physial quantitiesAS = �Sd��0d� ; �i = �0i d��0d� ; �Si = �Si d��0d� ; (14)whih ompletely desribe the polarization e�ets inthe onsidered deay.263



G. I. Gakh, M. I. Konhatnij, A. Yu. Korhin, N. P. Merenkov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 2, 2015The quantity AS represents the polarization asym-metry of the di�erential deay width aused by the� -lepton polarization. The �i are the Stokes param-eters of the photon itself if the � lepton is unpolarized,and the �Si are orrelation parameters desribing thein�uene of � -lepton polarization on the photon Stokesparameters.Thus, to analyze the polarization phenomena inproess (1), we have to study both the spin-indepen-dent and spin-dependent parts of the di�erential width.In aordane with Eq. (4), these ared�0d� = g�0; d�S0d� = g�S; d�id� = g�0i ;d�Sid� = g�Si ; g = 14M(2�)5 :We note that by partial integration in the numeratorsand denominator in relations (14), we an also de�neand study the orresponding redued polarization pa-rameters.If we reord the photon and pion energies, the pa-rameters �1(!; �) and �3(!; �) desribe linear polariza-tions of the photon and the parameter �2(!; �) desribesthe irular one. The last parameter does not dependon the hoie of two polarization vetors de�ned by re-lations (12) in this paper. On the ontrary, eah of theparameters �1(!; �) and �3(!; �) depends on the axesrelative to whih it is de�ned, and only the quantityp�1(!; �)2 + �3(!; �)2 remains invariant. In priniple,we an hoose the polarization vetors e01 and e02 suhthat, for example, �01(!; �) vanishes; then�03(!; �) =p�1(!; �)2 + �3(!; �)2(and vie versa).This statement an be veri�ed by a simple rotationof the 4-vetors e1 and e2 in the plane perpendiular tothe diretion k [29℄,e01� = e1� os� � e2� sin�;e02� = e1� sin� + e2� os� (15)and hene in terms of e01 and e02, using de�nitions (13)and (14), we have�01(!; �) = �1(!; �) os 2� + �3(!; �) sin 2�;�03(!; �) = ��1(!; �) sin 2� + �3(!; �) os 2�;�02(!; �) = �2(!; �):For example, taking,os 2� = �1(!; �)p�1(!; �)2 + �3(!; �)2 ;

sin 2� = �3(!; �)p�1(!; �)2 + �3(!; �)2 ;we easy obtain�01(!; �) =p�1(!; �)2 + �3(!; �)2; �03(!; �) = 0:If the experimental setup allows �xing the deayplane, the Stokes parameter �3 de�nes the probabilityof the photon linear polarization along two orthogonaldiretions: l1 and l2. If �3 = 1 (�3 = �1), the pho-ton is fully polarized along the diretion l1 (l2), and itspolarization vetor lies in the deay plane (is perpen-diular to it). In general, the probability of the linearpolarization in the deay plane is (1+ �3)=2 and in theplane perpendiular to it, (1� �3)=2.The parameter �1 determines the probability of lin-ear polarization in the planes rotated through the angle� = �45Æ around the k-diretion relative to the deayone. The full linear polarization at � = +45Æ (�45Æ)ours at �1 = 1 (�1). The orresponding probabili-ties, in the general ase, are (1 + �1)=2 and (1� �1)=2.Thus, we an say that the irular polarization degreeof a photon equals �2(!; �) (�2(!; �) = 1 or �1 orre-sponds to full right or left irular polarization), andthe linear one equals p�1(!; �)2 + �3(!; �)2. Neverthe-less, both parameters �1(!; �) and �3(!; �) are measur-able and arry di�erent information about the deaymehanism. But to de�ne them separately, we have todetermine the plane (q;k) in every event. The samealso applies to the redued photon polarization param-eters, for example, �i(!), and so on.2.4. Polarization of � leptonBefore proeeding, we brie�y disuss the possiblepolarization states of a � lepton reated at � -fatories inthe eletron�positron annihilation proess with a lon-gitudinally polarized eletron beam:e� + e+ ! �� + �+:Simple alulations in the lowest approximation ofQED show that polarization of � arises if at least oneof the olliding beams is polarized. For example, in thease of a longitudinally polarized eletron beam, the ��lepton has longitudinal and transverse polarizations inthe reation plane relative to the � lepton momentumdiretion (see Appendix B for the details)PL = 2� os �Q ; P T = 4�M sin �psQ ;Q = 1 + os2 � + 4M2s sin2 �; (16)264



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 2, 2015 Polarization e�ets in radiative deay : : :where � is the beam polarization degree, � is the .m.s.angle between 3-momenta of the eletron and �� lep-ton, and s is the total .m.s. energy squared. Ifwe selet and analyze the events with a longitudinally(transversally) polarized ��, then the 3-vetor n in therest frame (see Fig. 3) lies in the annihilation rea-tion plane and is direted along (perpendiular to) the.m.s. 3-momentum of ��.3. CALCULATION OF THE CURRENTTENSOR T��The urrent tensor T �� ontains three ontribu-tions: the IB, the resonane ones, and the interferenebetween the IB and resonane amplitudes. We divideevery ontribution into symmetri and antisymmetriparts with respet to the Lorentz indies. The sym-metri part ontributes to �, �1, and �3, whereas theantisymmetri one, to �2 only.Below, in the formulas for the di�erent parts of theurrent tensor, we omit the terms proportional to the4-vetors k� and k� beause they do not ontribute tothe observables.3.1. Inner bremsstrahlung ontributionFor the IB ontribution, we haveT��IB = 4Z2M2�S��IB + iA��IB�;where the symmetri part isS��IB = (qk)� (pk)(pk)2 �(pk) +M(kS)�g�� ++ N2(pk)2(qk)2 �M2 �m2 + 2M(p0S)�e�1e�1 ++ NM(pk)2(qk) �(e1lp)�� � (e1lq)���; (17)and antisymmetri one isA��IB = (pk)� (qk)(pk)2 [M(��kS)� (��pk)℄ ++ N2(pk)2(qk) [e1e2℄�� �� MN(pk)2(qk) [e�1 (�p0kS)� e�1(�p0kS)℄: (18)Here, we use the notationl�p = (pk)S� � (kS)p�; l�q = (qk)S� � (kS)q�;(ab)�� = a�b� + a�b�; [ab℄�� = a�b� � a�b�;

(klp) = (klq) = 0:We note that the antisymmetri part an be writtenin di�erent equivalent forms. Indeed, we an deriveanother form using the well-known relationg��(����) = g��(����) + g��(����) ++ g��(����) + g��(����):3.2. Resonane ontributionAs onern the resonane ontribution to the ur-rent tensor T�� , we write it in the formT��R = 8Z2M4 �S��R + iA��R �;where both the symmetri and antisymmetri parts in-lude four independent piees. They are proportionalto ja(t)j2, jv(t)j2, Re(a(t)v�(t)), and Im(a(t)v�(t)). De-noting the respetive symmetri piees as SRa, SRv ,SRr, and SRi, and the antisymmetrial ones as ARa,ARv , ARr, and ARi, we haveS��Ra = ja(t)j2�(qk)2[M(p0S)� (pp0)�g�� ++ 2N2e�1 e�1 +NM(e1lq)��	; (19)A��Ra = ja(t)j2(qk)�(qp0)(��pk)� (qp)(��p0k)��M [(qp0)(��Sk)� (qS)(��p0k)℄	; (20)S��Rv = jv(t)j2��M(p0S)�(pp0)�(qk)2g��+2N2e�2e�2 ��NM�e�2 (�qkS) + e�2(�qkS)�	; (21)A��Rv = jv(t)j2(��qk)�(qk)[(pq) � (pk)℄�m2(pk)��M [(qp0)(kS)� (p0k)(qS)℄g; (22)S��Rr = 2Refa�(t)v(t)gg��(qk)�(qk)�(pk)� (pq)�++m2(pk)�M�(kp0)(Sq) � (Sk)(p0q)�	; (23)A��Rr = 2Refa�(t)v(t)g�(qk)[(pp0)�M(p0S)℄ �� (��qk)�N2[e1e2℄�� + 12NM�e�1 (�qkS)�� e�1(�qkS) + [e2lq℄���� ; (24)S��Ri = 2 Imfa�(t)v(t)g�12NM�� (e2lq)�� ++ e�1 (�qkS) + e�1(�qkS)��N2(e1e2)��� ; (25)265



G. I. Gakh, M. I. Konhatnij, A. Yu. Korhin, N. P. Merenkov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 2, 2015A��Ri = 0: (26)The interferene between the vetor and axial-vetor ontributions of the resonane amplitudes is sen-sitive to the relative sign of the axial-vetor and vetorouplings and its separation an be used to �x the signof the ratio fV (0)=fA(0).3.3. IB�resonane interfereneThe interferene between the IB and resonane am-plitudes is more sensitive to all the resonane param-eters beause a(t) and v(t) enter it linearly. It is veryimportant to �nd suh a polarization observable wherethe interferene ontribution would be enhaned rel-ative to the bakground reated by the pure IB andresonane ontributions. For the urrent tensor ausedby the IB�resonane interferene, we setT��IR = 8Z2M(pk)�S��IR + iA��IR�:Again, we have four symmetri and antisymmetriterms, whih are given byS��IRra = Re(a(t))�(qk)[(pk)(Sp0)� (kS)(pp0) ��M(p0k)℄g�� + 2N2(qk) [M + (Sp0)℄e�1e�1 ++ N(pp0)(qk) (e1lq)�� +N(e1lp)��� ; (27)A��IRra = Re(a(t))n�(qS)�2(pk)� (qk) + (pq)���M(qk)�(��pk) + �(pq)�2(pk)� (qk) + (pq)���M2(m2 + (qk))�(��kS) ++M�(qk)�M(qS)�(��qk)o; (28)S��IRia = � Im(a(t)) ��N �(qk)(e2S)g�� + (e1Q)��(qk) � ; (29)A��IRia = Im(a(t)) ��N �[e1lp℄�� ��1 + (pp0)(qk) � [e1lq ℄��� ; (30)where Q� = N(e2S)q� � (qk)(Spq�);

S��IRrv = Re(v(t))�(p0k)�M(qk) + (pq)(kS) �� (pk)(qS)�g�� + 2 N2(qk) (qS)e�1 e�1 ++N � (pq)(qk)�e1lq��� ��12 + m2(qk)��e1lp��� ++ 12�e�2 (�pkS) + e�2(�pkS)��� ; (31)
A��IRrv = Re(v(t))��M(p0k) + (pp0)(kS) �� (pk)(p0S)�(��qk)� N2(qk) [M + (p0S)℄[e1e2℄�� ++ N �(pp0)(qk) �e2lq��� + �e2lp����� ; (32)
S��IRiv = Im(v(t))N �� N(qk) [M + (p0S)℄�e1e2��� ++�12 + (pp0)(qk) ��e�1 (�qkS) + e�1(�qkS)��� 12�e2(2lp � lq)���� ; (33)
A��IRiv = Im(v(t))N ��12 + m2(qk)��e1lp��� �� (pq)(qk)�e1lq��� + 12�e�2 (�pkS)� e�2(�pkS)��� �e�2 (�qkS)� e�2(�qkS)�� : (34)In the above formulas, we omit terms proportionalto the 4-vetors k� and k� beause they do not on-tribute to any observables.The expression for the urrent tensor T �� allows usto derive all the polarization observables in a Lorentz-invariant form by ontrating this tensor with an ap-propriate ombination of the 4-vetors e1 and e2. Theset of needed formulas ise21 = e22 = �1; (e1e2) = 0;266



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 2, 2015 Polarization e�ets in radiative deay : : :(e1lp) = �(e2pkS) == 1N n(Sq)(pk)2 + (Sk)�M2(qk)� (pq)(pk)�o;(e2lp) = (e1pkS) = (pk)N (Spqk);(e1lq) = �(e2qkS) = 1N n(Sq)(pk)(qk) ++ (Sk)�(pq)(qk) �m2(pk)�o;(e2lq) = (e1qkS) = (qk)N (Spqk);(e1e2qk) = �(qk); (e1e2pk) = �(pk);(e1e2Sk) = �(Sk);(e1Q) = m2(pk)� (pq)(qk)N (Spqk);(e2Q) = (qk)N n(kS)�(pq)2 �M2m2�++(qS)�M2(qk)� (pq)(pk)�o:
(35)

In the presene of a polarized � lepton, the stru-ture of the di�erential width and the Stokes parame-ters of the photon are muh riher. As we saw above,in a polarized eletron�positron annihilation, the re-ated � leptons have essential longitudinal or transversepolarizations. In both ases, in the rest frame of � ,its polarization 4-vetor is S� = (0;n), and hoosing aoordinate system as shown in Fig. 3, we have(qS) = �jqj1; (kS) = �!2; (36)(Spqk) = M�n[qk℄� == sign(sin')M jqj!q1� 21 � 22 � 212 + 21212;where sin' de�nes the y-omponent of the 3-vetor k,namely ky = ! sin �2 sin'.If we sum events with all possible values of the azi-muthal angle ', the spin orrelation (Spqk), whih isperpendiular to the plane (q;k ), does not ontribute.On the other hand, spin orrelations in the plane (q;k ),aused by the (Sq) and (Sk) terms, being integratedover 1 (or over 2), are always proportional to 2 (or1), as follows from relations (9) and (36).4. AXIAL-VECTOR AND VECTOR FORMFACTORS IN THE R�TFrom the Lagrangians in Appendix A, we an ob-tain the photon oupling to the pseudosalar mesons Pin the form

LPP = ieB�Tr (Q; [�; ���℄) == ieB�(�+ $�� �� +K+ $�� K�);$���!�� �  �� : (37)The axial transition W� ! �� (K�) is desribedbyLWP = �gF2 Tr (W����) == gF2 W+� (Vud���� + Vus��K�) + H:: (38)The vertex with an additional photon, W� !! �� (K�), is generated fromLWP = � i2egFB�Tr ([Q;�℄W�) == i2egFB�W+� (Vud�� + VusK�) + H:: (39)To evaluate the resonane ontribution to theaxial-vetor form fator, we need the vertex of theW� ! a�1 (K�1 ) transitionLWA = �14gFATr (W��A��) == �gFA2 ��W+� (Vuda���1 + VusK���1 ) + H:: (40)The transition a�1 (K�1 ) ! �� (K�) is desribedbyLAP = �ieFA2F F��(��a+1��+K�K+1��)+H:: (41)The transition W� ! ���0 is generated from theLagrangianLWPV = �i gGVp2F Tr (V �� [W�; ���℄) ++ i gFV4p2F Tr (V �� [W�� ;�℄) (42)with the notationW�� = W+��T+ +W���T�;W��� � ��W�� � ��W�� : (43)Keeping the ontribution from the neutral vetormesons in Eq. (42), we obtainLWPV = i gGVp2F W+� ��p2Vud�����0�� ++ Vus��K���� 1p2�0 � 1p2!������ i gFV4p2F W+�� ��p2Vud���0�� + VusK� �� ��� 1p2�0 � 1p2!����+H:: (44)267



G. I. Gakh, M. I. Konhatnij, A. Yu. Korhin, N. P. Merenkov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 2, 2015Finally, we need the term desribing a transition ofthe neutral vetor mesons to a photon,LV  = �i eFVp2F F��Tr (V�� Q) == eFV F�� �12�0�� + 16!�� � 13p2���� (45)with F�� = ��B� � ��B�.Colleting the verties for the transition W� !! a�1 ! �� from (40) and (41), and the verties forthe transitionW� ! ���0 ! �� from (44) and (45),we obtain the axial-vetor form fatorfA(t) = p2m��F� �� � F 2Am2a � t� ima�a(t) + FV (2GV � FV )m2� �; (46)where �a(t) is the deay width of the a1-meson.We note that the axial-vetor form fator in Eq. (46)is normalized at t = 0 asfA(0) = p2m��F� �F 2Am2a + FV (2GV � FV )m2� �; (47)whih is onsistent with the hiral expansion in the or-der O(p4) (see also Refs. [30; 31℄) in terms of the low-energy onstants,fA(0) = 4p2m��F� (L9 + L10);L9 = FVGV2m2� ; L10 = F 2A4m2a � F 2V4m2� : (48)The expressions for L9 and L10 follow from the reso-nane saturation of the low-energy onstants [17, 18℄.The masses of the �(770) and a1(1260) mesons inEq. (46) are m� = 0:7755 GeV and ma = 1:230 GeV.The width of the a1(1260) meson in Eq. (46) is takenfrom Ref. [32℄:�a(t) = �0g(t)=g(m2a);g(t) = �1:623t+ 10:38� 9:23t + 0:65t2 ��� �(t� (m� +m�)2) ++4:1(t� 9m2�)3�1:0� 3:3(t� 9m2�) ++5:8(t� 9m2�)2��(t� 9m2�)�((m� +m�)2 � t): (49)It is implied in this equation that t is in GeV2, themasses are in GeV (m� = m��), and all numbers arein appropriate powers of GeV.The values of the oupling onstants FA, FV , andGV are presented in Table. The onstants FV and GV

Table. Two sets of the oupling onstants. Values forset 1 are alulated from the � ! e+e�, � ! �+��deay widths and fA(0)exp. Values for set 2 are hosenaording to Ref. [18℄, and F� = 0:0924 GeVFA FV GVSet 1 0.1368 GeV 0.1564 GeV 0.06514 GeVSet 2 F� p2F� F�=p2are obtained from the experimental information [10℄on the � ! e+e� and � ! �+�� deay widths:�(�! e+e�) = 7:04 � 0:06 keV and �(�! �+��) == 146:2�0:7MeV. To �nd FV and GV , we an use thetree-level relations�(�! e+e�) = e4F 2V12�m� ;�(�! �+��) = G2Vm3�48�F 4� �1� 4m2�m2� �3=2 :The onstant FA is then alulated from Eq. (47) usingthe average value fA(0)exp = 0:0119�0:0001measuredin the radiative pion deays [10℄. The onstants FV ,GV , and FA alulated for entral values of the dataare hereafter alled �set 1� and are shown in Table.As another option, we hoose theoretially moti-vated values of the onstants from Ref. [18℄. In parti-ular, the relations FV = 2GV and FVGV = F 2� are sug-gested there. The orresponding parameters are alled�set 2� and are also given in Table.In the alulation of the vetor form fator fV (t),we need the transition W� ! �� ! ��, whih in-volves an odd-intrinsi-parity vertex. For this last, weuse the vetor (or Proa) representation for spin-one�elds. As shown in Ref. [33℄ (see also Ref. [19℄), the useof the vetor �eld V � instead of the antisymmetri ten-sor �eld V �� in the desription of spin-one resonanesensures the orret behavior of the Green's funtionsto the order O(p6), while the tensor formulation wouldrequire additional loal terms (see also the disussionin Appendix F of Ref. [22℄).Thus, we hoose the Lagrangian [19; 33℄LV P = �hV ����� Tr (V �fu� ; f��+ g) == 4p2 e hV3F� �������B�~����~� (50)with the oupling onstant hV .For the W� ! �� (K��) vertex, in the vetor for-mulation, we have268



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 2, 2015 Polarization e�ets in radiative deay : : :LWV = �14gFVm� Tr (W����V �) == �gFV4m� W+��(Vud�����+Vus��K���)+H.. (51)Using (50) and (51), and adding vertex (A.12), we ob-tain the vetor form fatorfV (t) = p2m��F� �� " NC24�2 + 4p2hV FV3m� tm2� � t� im���(t)# : (52)The width of the o�-mass-shell � meson an bealulated from the interation Lagrangian LRint inEqs. (A.9). It is written in the form��(t) = G2Vm�t48�F 4� "�1� 4m2�t �3=2 �(t� 4m2�) ++ 12 �1� 4m2Kt �3=2 �(t� 4m2K)# ; (53)where mK = 0:4937 GeV is the mass of the K� meson.Other ontributions to the width, oming, for example,from the four-pion deay of the �, are negleted in (53).The oupling onstant hV an be �xed from the de-ay width �(�� ! ��) = 68 � 7 keV [10℄. From theequation�(�� ! ��) = e2m3�h2V27�F 2� �1� m2�m2��3 ;we then obtain hV = 0:036. Alternatively, hV an beonstrained from the high-energy behavior of the ve-tor form fator. Suh onstraints have been used inRefs. [8; 12℄. Aording to the asymptoti preditionsof the perturbative QCD [34℄, at t ! �1 the formfator behaves as fV (t) � onst=t. Imposing this on-dition on fV (t) in Eq. (52), we obtainhV = Nm�32�2p2FV : (54)This yields hV = 0.033 (0.040) for FV from set 1 (set 2)in Table. These values are lose to hV = 0:036 derivedfrom the � ! � deay width, and that value is usedin our alulations.

5. CALCULATION OF DIFFERENTIAL DECAYWIDTH, STOKES PARAMETERS,POLARIZATION ASYMMETRY ANDSPIN-CORRELATION PARAMETERS5.1. The t-dependene in the ase of anunpolarized ��Beause the vetor and axial-vetor form fatorsdepend on the invariant mass of the �� system, wean integrate the double di�erential width (both spin-independent and spin-dependent) at �xed values of thevariable t, using restritions (7). For the deay widthd�0, we haved�0dt = P �I0(t) + (ja(t)j2 + jv(t)j2)A0(t) ++Re(a(t))B0(t) +Re(v(t))C0(t)�;P = Z228�3M2 ; (55)where I0(t) is the ontribution of the inner bremsstrah-lungI0(t) = 4Mt�m2�M2 � tt �(t+m2)2 � 4M2t�++ �2M2(M2 + t�m2)�m4 � t2�L�; L = ln M2t :As we an see from Eq. (55), the struture-dependent (resonane) ontribution to d�0=dt does notontain vetor�axial-vetor interferene, but it inludesa sum of the squared moduli of the vetor and axial-vetor form fators. This sum is multiplied by the fun-tion A0(t) = (t�m2)3(M2 � t)2(M2 + 2t)3M5t2 :The interferene of the IB and strutural amplitudesinludes only real parts of the form fators andB0(t) = 4(t�m2)Mt �� �(2t+M2 �m2)(M2 � t) + t(m2 � 2M2 � t)L�;C0(t) = 4(t�m2)2Mt �t�M2 + tL�:As regards the quantity d�1=dt onneted with theStokes parameter �1 (see Eq. (14) and formulas justbelow), it is given byd�1dt = P � Im(a(t)�v(t))A1(t) + Im(v(t))C1(t)�; (56)where A1(t) = �2(t�m2)3(M2 � t)33M5t2 ;269
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Fig. 4. The t-distribution of the di�erential deay width, in GeV�1, is shown in the upper row. The �rst (seond) �gureorresponds to set 1 (set 2) of the resonane parameters given in Table; the solid urve represents the inner bremsstrahlungontribution, the dashed urve, the resonane ontribution, and the dotted urve, their interferene. The third �gure showsthe sum of all ontributions: the solid (dashed) urve orresponds to set 1 (set 2). The quantities �i (see Eq. (14)) in thelower row are alulated inluding all the ontributions for two sets of the parametersC1(t) = 4(t�m2)Mt �t2 �M4 + 2M2t L�:This quantity, in the ase of an unpolarized � , isthe only one that inludes the imaginary parts of thevetor�axial-vetor interferene and the imaginary partof the vetor form fator. Beause it does not ontainthe pure IB ontribution, it may be useful in studyingthe resonane ontribution.We also haved�2dt = P �I2(t) +Re(a(t)�v(t))A2(t) ++Re(a(t))B2(t) +Re(v(t))C2(t)�; (57)whereI2(t) = �4Mt �(3t+m2)(M2� t)� t(t+m2+2M2)L�;A2 = �2A0(t); B2(t) = �C0(t); C2(t) = �B0(t)for the part orresponding to the irular polarizationof the gamma quantum (the parameter �2) andd�3dt = P �I3(t) + �ja(t)j2 � jv(t)j2�A3(t) ++Re(a(t))B3(t)�; (58)I3(t) = 8M(M2 �m2)t�m2 �2(t�M2) + (M2 + t)L�;

A3(t) = �12A1(t); B3(t) = �C1(t)for the part onneted with the parameter �3.The obtained results are illustrated in Fig. 4, wherewe show the quantities d�0(t)=dt and �i(t) de�ned as�i(t) = d�i(t)=dtd�0(t)=dt ; i = 1; 2; 3:5.2. The t-dependene for a polarized ��If �� is polarized in deay (1), we an also writeanalyti expressions for the quantitiesd�S02 d2 dt ; d�Si2 d2 dt ; i = 1; 2; 3:They an be obtained from the orresponding fully dif-ferential distributions by integrating with respet to 1(using relations (9)) and ! at �xed t. We reall thatin the rest frame of ��, its polarization 3-vetor is di-reted along the z axis and in this subsetion, we on-sider e�ets aused by the omponent of this 3-vetorthat belongs to the deay plane (q;k).The quantity that de�nes the polarization asymme-try of the deay is270



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 2, 2015 Polarization e�ets in radiative deay : : :d�S02 d2 dt = P2 �IS0 (t) + �ja(t)j2 + jv(t)j2�AS0 (t) ++Re(a(t)�v(t))BS0 (t) +Re(a(t))CS0 (t) ++Re(v(t))DS0 (t)�; (59)whereIS0 (t) = 4M(t�m2) ��m4M2t +m4 � 2m2M2 �� 6M4 + 2m2t+ 3M2t+ 3t2 ++ [(m2 +M2)2 + (M2 + t)2 + 4M2t℄L� ;AS0 (t) = (t�m2)33M5t2 �M6�6M4t+3M2t2+2t3+6M2t2L�;BS0 (t) = 4(t�m2)3M3t �M2 � t� t L�;CS0 (t) = 4(m2 � t)M t �(t�M2)(M2 +m2 + 4t) ++ t(m2 + 4M2 + t)L�;DS0 (t) = 4(m2�t)Mt �(M2�t)(m2+3t)�t(m2+2M2+t)L�:The quantities d�Si , i = 1; 2; 3, desribe orrelationsbetween the polarization states of �� and the photon.For them, we haved�S12 d2 dt = P2 � Im(a(t)�v(t))BS1 (t) ++ Im(a(t))CS1 (t) + Im(v(t))DS1 (t)�; (60)BS1 (t) = A1(t);CS1 (t) = 8(t�m2)M �2(M2 � t)� (M2 + t)L�;DS1 (t) = 4(t�m2)Mt �(t�M2)(5t+M2)+2t(2M2+t)L�;d�S22 d2 dt = P2 �IS2 (t) + (ja(t)j2 + jv(t)j2�AS2 (t) ++Re(a(t)�v(t))BS2 (t) +Re(a(t))CS2 (t) ++Re(v(t))DS2 (t)�; (61)IS2 (t) = � M2t�m2DS0 (t);AS2 (t) = 2(t�m2)3M3t �t�M2+tL�; BS2 (t) = �2AS0 (t);CS2 (t) = �DS0 (t); DS2 (t) = �CS0 (t);

d�S32 d2 dt = P2 �IS3 (t) + (ja(t)j2 � jv(t)j2�AS3 (t) ++Re(a(t))CS3 (t) +Re(v(t))DS3 (t)�; (62)IS3 (t) = 8M(t�m2)t �� (M2 � t)(t+ 2m2 + 3M2) ++ (M4 + 3M2t+m2(t+M2))L�;AS3 (t) = �12A1(t); CS3 (t) = �DS1 (t);DS3 (t) = �CS1 (t):It is easy to see that all the quantities d�S0 and d�Si ,vanish under the integration over the full angular re-gion beause they are proportional to 2 d2.In Fig. 5, we show the quantities d�S0 =2 d2 dt,whih is a part of the di�erential deay width that de-pends on the �� polarization, the ratioAS(t) = 2d�S0 =(2 d2 dt)d�0= dt (63)about whih we an say that 2AS(t) is the deay po-larization asymmetry at �xed values of 2 and t, andthe parameters�Si (t) = 2d�Si =(2 d2 dt)d�0=dt ; i = 1; 2; 3; (64)whih haraterize di�erent orrelations between thepolarization states of �� and the  quantum in pro-ess (1).5.3. Dependene on the photon energyThe photon energy distribution involves integrationover the pion energy in the limits de�ned by inequality(6). This integration annot be performed analytiallybeause of the nontrivial dependene of the vetor andaxial-vetor form fators on the pion energy. In thissetion, we illustrate the results of our numerial alu-lations for both the unpolarized (Fig. 6) and polarized(Fig. 7) � lepton.In the polarized ase, we de�ne the quantitiesAS(!)and �Si (!) in full analogy with relations (63) and (64)for AS(t) and �Si (t).6. DISCUSSIONTo determine the moduli and phases of the form fa-tors, a proedure was suggested in Ref. [9℄ (see Eq. (66))that does not require polarization measurements. To271
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Fig. 7. The spin-dependent part of the photon spetrum, the deay polarization asymmetry, and the spin-orrelation pa-rameters as funtions of the photon energy. The notation for the urves is the same as in Fig. 5separate the ontributions of di�erent form fator om-binations, it was suggested to measure the photon en-ergy dependene of the di�erential probability d�=d! dtat a �xed t value (i. e., at a �xed value of the sum of thephoton and pion energies). The obtained expression(in the zero-pion-mass approximation) for this quan-tity is a sum of terms multiplied by the photon energyto negative and positive powers. Measuring this distri-bution, in priniple, permits �nding the oe�ients ofthis power series. The ombinations of the form fa-tors Re v(t), Re a(t), jv(t)j2 + jv(t)j2 and Rea(t)v�(t)an be determined from these oe�ients. We notethat our alulations are performed with the pion masstaken into aount. This is important for the deay�� ! K��� where it is neessary to take the kaonmass into aount.Equation (56) shows that the Stokes parameter �1,as a funtion of the variable t, is determined by theimaginary parts of the vetor and axial-vetor form fa-tors. But it follows from the unitarity ondition thatIm v(t) 6= 0 for t > 4m2 and Im a(t) 6= 0 for t > 9m2.Hene, this parameter must be zero for t < 4m2. Thus,the value of �1(t) is ompletely determined by the res-onane ontribution to the matrix element. Measuring

this parameter in the region t > 4m2 an test the va-lidity of this mehanism for the desription of deay(1). Of partiular interest is the region of high valuesof t, where it may be neessary to inlude the ontri-bution of the additional resonanes beyond the � anda1 mesons that are inluded in this paper. We an seefrom Fig. 4 that the �1(t) parameter is sensitive to thehoie of the parameters desribing the resonane on-tribution. In the region 1 GeV2 < t < 1:5 GeV2, theparameter �1(t) has opposite signs for the parametersets 1 and 2. The same onlusions are valid for thespin orrelation oe�ient �s1(t) (the Stokes parameter�1(t) that depends on the � lepton polarization ve-tor), as is seen from Fig. 5. The Stokes parameters�1(!) and �s1(!), as funtions of the photon energy, arealso sensitive to the hoie of the parameter sets, butin the region t > 1:5 GeV2. In this ase, the signs ofthe parameters �1(!) and �s1(!) are the same for bothparameter sets.The Stokes parameter �3(t) ontains the ontribu-tions of the IB, the interferene between the IB andresonane terms (whih is determined by Re a(t)), anda resonane term that depends on the ombinationja(t)j2�jv(t)j2. Therefore, this parameter is less sensi-6 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 2 273



G. I. Gakh, M. I. Konhatnij, A. Yu. Korhin, N. P. Merenkov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 2, 2015tive to the hoie of the parameter sets than the Stokesparameter �1(t). Nevertheless, a sizeable sensitivityexists in the region 0:5 GeV2 < t < 1 GeV2. TheStokes parameter �s3(t) is appreiably less sensitive tothe hoie of the parameter sets than �3(t) (Fig. 5).The Stokes parameter �3(!) (�s3(!)), as a funtion ofthe photon energy, is also less sensitive than the pa-rameter �1(!) (�s1(!)).We reall that the meaning of the parameters �1 and�3 requires knowing the photon polarization vetors e1and e2. But that requires knowing the photon and pionmomenta. As regards the parameter �2, in this ase itsu�es to know only the photon momentum.The Stokes parameter �2(t) ontains the ontribu-tions of the IB, the interferene between the IB andresonane terms (whih is determined by the Re a(t)and Re v(t)), and a resonane term that depends onRe(a(t)v�(t)). From Fig. 4, we an see that this param-eter is sensitive to the hoie of the parameter sets inthe region of high values of the variable t (t > 1 GeV2).The Stokes parameter �s2(t) is weakly sensitive to thathoie. The orresponding parameters, as funtions ofthe photon energy, show a greater sensitivity to thishoie in omparison with the same parameters as fun-tions of the t variable.The photon energy has to be large enough to studythe sensitivity to the hoie of the model parameters.Although the number of events in this region is an or-der of magnitude smaller than in the region of low pho-ton energies, where the IB-ontribution dominates, wean expet the high-statistis preision measurementsat the Super �� and SuperKEKB fatories to improvesome model resonane parameters used in this paperand a number of other papers.We also note that in Refs. [9; 35℄, the authors sug-gested studying the resonane mehanism in the radia-tive � deay by seleting events (in the rest frame) atthe maximal possible pion energy " = (M2+m2)=2M ,where the IB ontribution to the deay width vanishesdue to the radiative zeros of eletromagneti ampli-tudes for point-like partiles [36℄. But the orrespond-ing number of events dereases due to the essential de-rease of the kinemati region. On the other hand, onean be sure that at a hosen diretion of the axes, theIB ontribution to the Stokes parameter �1("; !) van-ishes in the whole kinemati region.Most of the analyti alulations presented in thispaper an also be used for analysis of the deay �� !! ��K�. All the results in Ses. 2 and 3 willthen remain the same, apart from trivial hanges ofthe masses, form fators, and CKM matrix elements.Moreover, the t-distributions obtained in Se. 5 will

retain their form, but will be expressed in termsof the kaon mass and the orresponding vetor andaxial-vetor form fators. The latter an be derivedin the R�T framework following the proedure inSe. 4. We plan to perform alulations for the deay�� ! ��K� in the future.7. CONCLUSIONWe have investigated the radiative one-meson de-ay of the � lepton, �� ! ���� . The photon energyspetrum and the t-distribution (t is the square of theinvariant mass of the pion�photon system) of the unpo-larized � -lepton deay were alulated. We also studiedthe polarization e�ets in this deay. The following po-larization observables have been alulated: the asym-metry aused by the � -lepton polarization, the Stokesparameters of the emitted photon, and spin orrelationoe�ients that desribe the in�uene of the � -leptonpolarization on the photon Stokes parameters.The amplitude of the � -lepton deay �� ! ����has two ontributions: the inner bremsstrahlung, whihdoes not ontain any free parameters, and a struture-dependent term, whih is parameterized in terms of thevetor and axial-vetor form fators. We note that inour ase, these form fators are funtions of the t vari-able and t > 0, i. e., we are in the time-like region. Theform fators in this region are omplex funtions, and�nding not only their moduli but also their phases isnon-trivial in this ase. This requires performing po-larization measurements.We alulated the unpolarized and polarizedobservables for two sets of the parameters desribingthe vetor and axial-vetor form fators. A numerialestimation shows that some polarization observables(the asymmetry and the Stokes parameters, espeially�1) an be e�etively used for the disriminationbetween two parameter sets beause these observableshave opposite signs in some regions of the variable t orthe photon energy.This work was supported by the National Aademyof Sienes of Ukraine under PICS No. 5419.APPENDIX AInterations in the framework of hiral theorywith resonanesIn this Appendix, we outline the framework forthe alulation of the form fators for the deay�� ! ����. We use the formalism of hiral theorywith resonanes (R�T) suggested in Refs. [17, 18℄. Theorresponding Lagrangian an be written as274
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 SU(3)R hiral Lagrangian in theorder O(p2) is L(2)� = F 24 hu�u� + �+i; (A.2)u� = i[uy(�� � ir�)u� u(�� � il�)uy℄;�+ = uy�uy + u�yu ; � = 2B0(s+ ip); (A.3)
where h: : : i denotes the trae in the �avor spae and Fis the pion weak deay onstant in the hiral limit.The otet of pseudosalar mesons P with JP = 0�is inluded in the matrixu(�) = exp� i�p2F � = 1 + i�p2F � �24F 2 + : : : ;where� = 0B� �0=p2 + �8=p6 �+ K+�� ��0=p2 + �8=p6 K0K� �K0 �2�8=p6 1CA : (A.4)The masses of the pseudosalar mesons enterEq. (A.2) via the quark mass matrix M:� = 2B0M+ : : : ; M = diag(mu; md; ms) ; (A.5)and the onstant B0 is expressed through the quarkondensate h�qqi asB0 = �h�qqiF 2 = M2�0;�mu +md = M2K0md +ms == M2K�mu +ms = 3M2�mu +md + 4ms : (A.6)The ondensate value is h�qqi � (�240 � 10 MeV)3(at the energy sale � = 1 GeV). In the limit of ex-at isospin symmetry, � = diag(m2� ;m2�; 2m2K �m2�) interms of the �- and K-meson masses m� and mK .The interation of the pseudosalar mesons with theW�� and Z� bosons and the eletromagneti �eld B�an be inluded via the external �elds r� and l� asr� = �eQB� + g sin2 �Wos �W QZ�;l� = �eQB� � g2p2 W� ++ gos �W �Q sin2 �W + 16 �Q�Z�: (A.7)Here, the quark harge matrix isQ = diag�23 ;�13 ;�13� ;e = p4�� is the positron harge, g = e= sin �W is the

SU(2)L oupling onstant, and �W is the weak angle.We also introdue the notationW� �W+� T+ +W�� T�; (A.8)where W�� = (W1 �W2)� is the �eld of the hargedweak bosons, and the matries T+ and T� are de�nedas T+ = 0B� 0 Vud Vus0 0 00 0 0 1CA ; T� = T y+;with Vud and Vus being the CKM-matrix elements [26℄.The lowest-order even-intrinsi-parity LagrangianLR, desribing the oupling of the resonane �elds tothe pseudosalars, has been suggested in Ref. [17℄. Itis linear in the resonane �elds. In this Lagrangian, wekeep the ontributions from the vetor and axial-vetormesons relevant for the proess of � deay to � and :LR = LRkin + LRint;LRkin = �12 �� XR=V;A�r�R��r�R�� � M2R2 R��R��� ;LRint = FV2p2 
V��f��+ �+ iGVp2 hV��u�u�i++ iFA2p2 
A��f��� � ; (A.9)
where FV , GV , and FA are the oupling onstants, andthe antisymmetri tensor representation for the spin-1�elds V�� and A�� is used [17℄. Also,f��� = uF ��L uy � uyF��R u; F ��R = ��r� � ��r� � i[r�; r� ℄;F��L = ��l� � �� l� � i[l�; l� ℄;r�X = ��X + [��; X ℄; �� = 1=2 fuy(�� � ir�)u+ u(�� � il�)uyg: (A.10)275 6*



G. I. Gakh, M. I. Konhatnij, A. Yu. Korhin, N. P. Merenkov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 2, 2015The �elds R = fV;Ag represent nonets (an otet anda singlet) of the vetor and axial-vetor resonaneswith the lowest masses. In general, the higher-lyingmultiplets an be added if needed. However, alreadythe low-lying resonanes saturate the low-energy on-stants of hiral perturbation theory [17℄. We do notinlude interations nonlinear in the resonane �elds;the struture of suh terms has been investigated inRefs. [19; 37; 38℄.To desribe the vetor form fator, we need the in-teration Lagrangian in the odd-intrinsi-parity setor.The lowest-order O(p4) interations follow from theWess�Zumino�Witten (WZW) funtional [39℄. In it,su�es to keep only the terms that are linear in thepseudosalar �elds � and ontain two external �elds l�and r�. Thus, we retainL(2)WZW = �p2NC48�2F ����� �� Tr �����12 l���r� + 12r��� l� + 12r���l� ++ 12 l���r� + l���l� + r���r� + l��� l� ++ r���r��� ; (A.11)where NC = 3 is the number of quark olors, and�0123 = +1.The external �elds r� and l� are further expressedin terms of the eletromagneti �eld and the �eld ofthe W boson in Eq. (A.7). Choosing only the eletro-magneti �eld in Eq. (A.11), we would obtain �0,�, and �0 ouplings. Here, we are interested inthe terms proportional to both �elds, the photon andthe W boson:LW� = 3egNC48�2F ����� �� Tr [� (��B�Q��W� + ��W�Q��B�)℄ == egNC48�2F �������B� �Vud(����W+� + �+��W�� ) ++ Vus(K���W+� +K+��W�� )� : (A.12)An additional odd-intrinsi-parity interation relevantfor the transitionW ! V ! P is onsidered in Se. 4.From Lagrangians (A.1), (A.11), and (A.12), we anobtain the neessary terms desribing interations ofthe pseudosalar mesons, the resonanes, the W bo-son, and the photon.

APPENDIX BPolarization of the �� lepton ineletron�positron annihilationWe onsider the polarization of the �� lepton in theannihilation proesse�(p1) + e+(p2)! ��(q1) + �+(q2)in the ase where the eletron has nonzero longitudinalpolarization. The e�et an be understood by meansof the orresponding matrix element squaredjM j2 = E��T�� ;12E�� = �s2g�� + (p1p2)�� + i�(��p1p2);12 T�� = �s2g�� + (q1q2)�� + iM(��qS);q = p1 + p2 = q1 + q2; q2 = s; (B.1)where S is the � -polarization 4-vetor and � is the ele-tron polarization degree.The ontration of the tensors in Eq. (B.1) is givenby (negleting the eletron mass)jM j2 = A+B(S);A = s2 �1 + os2 � + 4M2s sin2 �� ;B(S) = �4�Ms[(p1S)� (p2S)℄; (B.2)where � is the angle between the momenta of the ele-tron and the �� lepton.The polarizations of �� are de�ned as [29℄PL = B(SL)A ; P T = B(ST )A : (B.3)If we hoose the 4-vetors SL and ST in suh a waythat in the rest frame of the �� lepton they areSL = (0;n1); ST = (0;n2);n1 � n2 = 0; n21 = n22 = 1; (B.4)where n1 is in the diretion of the 3-vetor q1 in theenter-of-mass system and n2 belongs to the satte-ring plane, then we an write the ovariant form of the4-vetors SL and ST in terms of the momentum 4-ve-tors, namely (negleting the eletron mass)SL = (q1q2)q1 �M2q2Mp(q1q2)2 �M4 ;276



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 2, 2015 Polarization e�ets in radiative deay : : :ST = 1N �[M2 � (p2q1)℄q1 ++ [M2 � (p1q1)℄q2 + [(p1p2)� 2M2℄p1	 ; (B.5)N2 = [(p1p2)� 2M2℄[2(q1p1)(q1p2)�M2(p1p2)℄:It is easy to show that in the rest frame of ��, the o-variant forms in Eq. (B5) oinide with relations givenin Eq. (B4). Using the above formulas, we �ndB(SL) = 2�s2 os �; B(ST ) = 4�Msps sin �; (B.6)and the orresponding results for the polarizations PLand P T are given in the text.At the Super �� fatory planned in Novosibirsk,� -pairs will be reated near the threshold, where thediretions of their 3-momenta are not determined, andtherefore the above evaluations are not onvenient. Theonly preferred diretion for the onsidered reation inthe enter-of-mass system is then the diretion of theolliding beams. This means that hoosing the unit3-vetor n1 in Eq. (B.4) to lie along the eletron beamdiretion p1 and, as before, having n2 in the reationplane, we are able to go to the threshold limit andlearly interpret the ��-polarization states. This re-quires a modi�ation of the orresponding ovariantforms for the polarization 4-vetors as follows:Sl = 1M� M2(p1q1)p1 � q1�;St = 1N1 �� M2(p1q1) � 1 + (p1q1)(p1p2)�p1 ++ (p1q1)(p1p2)p2 � q1�; (B.7)N21 = 2(p1q1)�M2 � 2(p1q1)2(p1p2) :In this ase, we haveB(Sl;t) = 2�s2Dl;t;Dl = 4M2s �1�r1� 4M2s os ���1�r1� 4M2s os �;Dt = �2Mpsr1� 4M2s sin �;and near the threshold, when1� 4M2s � 1;
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